
Game of War - Fire Age

**About Game of War – Fire Age** 

Game of War – Fire Age is an action strategy game for smartphones and tablets. Players have to

fight against enemies from all over the world in numerous battles to win the power over the

kingdom. 

Game of War – Fire Age is an action-packed strategy game where you have to win the power over

the kingdom. In order to conquer the kingdom, you have to compete against millions of players

from all over the world. Train your hero, equip your army with powerful weapons and form strong

alliances with others. When your army fights against enemies, you can follow the conquest on the

special world map in real time. Proof a good tactic and act strategically well with your alliance and

friends, to become the next king as fast as possible.

**Game of War – Fire Age: functions**

-	 Win the power over the kingdom: In Game of War – Fire Age you have to compete against

players from all over the world to win the power over the whole kingdom. In order that you can

build and expand your empire, you not only have to equip your army with powerful weapons, but

also train your own hero and level-up. Lead your army in countless battles and follow the conquest

on the special world map in real time. 

-	Manufacture weapons: In Game of War – Fire Age it is very important that you have powerful

weapons. You manufacture your weapons yourself. Manufacture strong weapons, add powerful

precious stones to them and equip your army with your produced weapons. Only like that you have

a chance against enemy troops. 

-	Form alliances: In order that you can expand your kingdom even faster and protect your empire

from enemies even more effectively, you can form alliances with other players. Cooperate with

alliance members, help them and count on a strategic partner by your side. 

-	Chat: In Game of War – Fire Age you can easily chat with other players from all over the world in

real time. If you want to plan the next strategic step with your alliance members, you can use the

special Alliance chat. On 1-on-1 Chat you can inform your friends about your progress or about

your next steps. 

Conclusion: In Game of War – Fire Age strategy is most important. Only with a strategic war fare

and the forming of alliances, you have the chance to become the next king. Train your hero, level-

up and attack enemy troops with strong weapons. Since you can follow the battles in real time, the

game always stays exciting.


